1 Plaintiff Speculative Product Design, LLC ("Speck") complains and alleges as follows
2 against Defendant Superior Communications, Inc., d//a PureGear ("Defendant"):

3 NATURE OF THE ACTION
4 1. This is a civil action for patent infringement arising under the Patent Laws of the

5 United States, 35 U.S.C. § 101, et seq.

6 THE PARTIES
7 2. Plaintiff Speck is a Californa limited liability company with its principal place of
8 business at 303 Bryant Street, Mountain View, California 94041.

9 3. Upon information and belief, Defendant is a California corporation with a place of

10 business at 5027 Irwndale Avenue, Suite 900, Irwindale, California 91706. .

11 4. Upon information and belief, Defendant makes, uses, sells, offers for sale, exports
12 and/or imports accused products at issue in this lawsuit into and throughout the United States,

13 including within this State.

14 JURISDICTION
15 5. This Court has original subject matter jurisdiction over this action pursuant to the
16 Patent Laws of

the United States, 35 U.S.C. § 100 et seq., and 28 U.S.c. § 1338 and § 1400.

17 6. Defendant is subject to suit in this State because, upon information and belief, it has

18 made, used, offered for sale, or sold infringing products in this State.
19 7. Defendant is further subject to suit in this State because, upon information and belief,

20 Defendant has purosefully availed itself of the benefits of doing business and/or has actively
21 transacted business in this State.

22 VENUE AND INTRADISTRICT ASSIGNMENT
23 8. Venue is proper in this District pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1391 and § 1400 and because,

24 upon information and belief, Defendant resides in this District and/or Defendant has committed acts

25 of infringement in this District and has a regular and established place of business in this District.

26 / / /
27
28
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1 COUNT I
2 (INFRINGEMENT OF U.S. PATENT NO. 8,204,561)
3 9. Speck re-alleges and incorporates by reference each of the foregoing paragraphs as if

4 fully set forth herein.
5 10. Speck is the owner by assignment of United States Patent No. 8,204,561 (the '''561
6 patent"). The '561 patent was duly and legally issued by the United States Patent and Trademark

the '561 patent is attached as Exhibit A.

7 Office on June 19,2012. A true and correct copy of

validity.

8 11. The '561 patent is enforceable and enjoys a statutory presumption of

9 12. Defendant's manufacture, use, sale, offer for sale, export and/or import of certain one-

10 piece cases for portable electronic devices including, but not limited to, Defendant's "DualTek" cases

11 for portable phones (the "Accused Product") constitutes direct infringement of the '561 patent in
12 violation of 35 U.S.C. § 271.

caused damage to Speck, and Speck is entitled

13 13. Defendant's acts of infringement have

Defendant's wrongful acts in an amount subject

14 to recover the damages sustained by it as a result of

15 to proof at triaL.
16 14. Defendant's infringement of

the exclusive rights of Speck under the '561 patent will

17 continue to damage Speck, causing irreparable har for which there is no adequate remedy at law,
18 unless permanently enjoined by this Cour.

19 15. Upon information and belief, Defendant's infringement of the '561 patent is wilful
20 and deliberate, and without a reasonable basis for believing that its conduct is or was lawfL.

21 DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL
22 16. Speck hereby requests a trial by jury.

23 PRAYER FOR RELIEF
24 WHEREFORE, Plaintiff Speck respectfully requests that this Cour enter judgment in it~
25 favor and grant the following relief:

26 A. Hold that Defendant has infringed the '561 patent;
the '561 patent;

27 B. Award Speck damages for Defendant's infringement of

28
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1 C. Permanently enjoin and restrain Defendant, its employees and agents, and any other

2 person and entity in active concert or paricipation with them from fuher infringement of the '561
3 patent and from the manufactue, sale or offer for sale of the Accused Products;
4 D. Hold that Defendant has wilfully infinged the '561 patent;

5 E. Award Speck treble damages for Defendant's wilful infringement pursuant to
6 applicable law, including, but not limited to, 35 D.S.C. § 284;

7 F. Award Speck the reasonable fees and expenses of Speck's attorneys and other
8 professionals, and costs pursuant to applicable law, including, without limitation, 35 D.S.C. § 285;

9 G. Award prejudgment interest and costs of suit; and

10 H. Award Speck such other relief as the Court may deem just and proper.
11
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Dated: September 25,2012

By: 9~ ~/tÆ
JENNIFER D. BENNETT
Jennifer.Bennettêsnrdenton.com
California Bar No. 235196
SNR DENTON US, LLP
1530 Page Mil Road, Suite 200
Palo Alto, CA 94304-1125
Telephone: (650) 798-0300
Facsimile: (650) 798-03 1 0

8
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9
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SNR DENTON US, LLP
101 John F. Kennedy Pkwy
Short Hils, New Jersey 07078
Telephone: (973) 912-7180
Facsimile: (973) 912-7100
christian.
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SNR DENTON US LLP
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Washington, DC 20004
Telephone: (202) 408-6400
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ABSTRACT
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for mobile electronic devices. Ths hard protective exterior
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are cut open. Ths allows each sidewall to flex away when a

device is inserted and snap back once it is in place. The
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ONE PIECE CO-FORMD EXTERIOR HA

users like the feel of the original phone and would like to

SHELL CASE wimAN ELASTOMERIC
LINER FOR MOBILE ELECTRONIC

mainta tht feel but stil want protection for their device.
the present invention has
a low coeffcient of friction. Ths allows the device to easily be

The ba protectie exterior shell of

DEVICES

5 slipped in and out of pockets easily without becoming

RELATED APPLICATIONS

Ths application is a CONTINUATION of U.S. patent

attched or without great resistace to clothing materials. A
major complaint from current elastomeric case users,
The case taught by the present invention has an interior

elastomeric portion that provides shock protection for the
10 device from dropping, falls, or other impacts, The interior
tents of which is incorporated herein by reference.
elastomeric portion also ensures the device and the case fit
together with no gaps as the case is a single piece assembly,
TECHNCAL FIELD OF THE INNTION
The case has a very solid connection to the phone and feels
extremely high quality and lightweight.
The present invention relates generally to handheld mohiJe
What makes ths case different is the geometr and manuelectronic devices, such as a personal digital assistant, cellu- 15
factung of
the case. The exterior hard shell part is formed to
lar telephone, lab top computers or portable digital meda
fit the device closely with a small offset from the devices
player. More specifically the present invention relates to a
surace. The exterior had shell raps around the edges of
rnultiple-componentprotective case for mobile electronic
the
device it is formed for. To allow the shell to be able to be
devices.
20 mounted on the device the comers of the hard shell are cut

application Ser. No. 12/366,769, fied Feb, 6,2009, the con-

BACKGROUN OF THE INVNTON

open. Ths allows each sidewall to flex away when a device is

inerted and snap back once it is in place, The unque aspect

There are many cases for handheld electrnic devices,

of ths case is that the elastorneric material is formed in

addition to the exterior had shell on the interior ofthe exterior
skins, hard plastic shells, cut and se materials and combi- 25 hard shell. The elastomeric material fills in the gaps created at
nations of these. In general the elastomeric cases are a single
the comers of
the exterior hard shell to allow the hard shell to

They fall into four rnain categories: Elastorneric/Rubber

skin which, because ofthe flexible nature of

the material, can

flex for mounting, The elastomeric material is provided in this

location because it has rnuch greater inherent flexibility than
the plastic or metal of the exterior hard shell and it stretches
resistance. The down- 30 sufciently to allow the sidewalls of the exterior hard shell to
material can provide very good shock
side of these tyes of cases is that the elastomeric material has
still flex away on mounting. Ths creates a one-piece case that
wraps around a phone or other mobile electronic device even
a high surace frction coeffcient. Ths makes ths type of
on comers and prevents dirt and fluids from enterig whercase diffcult to place in and remove from pockets and other
ever possible. The elastomeric liner also can be formed over
tight places. What is neeed is a device that offers the very
good shock resistance of an elastorneric case without the high 35 the buttons on the phone wherein a user simply presses the
easily be stretched over the device and then once installed

conform closely to the shape of the device, The rubbery

surace frction coeffcient making it more convenience for

elastomeric liner corrsponding to the portion of the mobile

use,

electrnic device input that is desired.

Hard plastic shells normally are manufactued as more
than one piece to allow the device to slide into the case before
being closed in with a secondary piece. Additionally they wil 40

often have a liner of elastomeric material, which helps to
cushion the device. Ths can be co-molded, permanently
attached or floating with the assembly. Cut and Sew cases are

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWIGS

The accompanying drwings, which are incorporated
herein and form a par of the specification, ilustrate the
present invention and, together with the description, furter

serve to explain the principles of
the invention and to enable
normally made from flat stock material, which is cut into
pattrns and then sewn into a shape that the device can slide 45 a person skilled in the pertinent ar to make and use the

into, The device is then held in place, by frction or a strap of

some form. The downside to these devices is that it can be
diffcult to attched
a device to a rigid case, or where a case

invention.
FIG,! is a perspective

view ofa handheld

device protective

case depicting the exernl hard shell lay',;," with cut comers
and inner elastomeric layer of the protective cariing case
has a seconda piece for secung a device, it ca add bulk to
the combination of
the device and case, makng it impractical. 50 where it fills in the cut comers of the externl hard shell layer;
of the protective case
FIGS. 2a and 2b are sectional views
Additionally, the manufactue of cases which are required to
of the present invention showing the detent created by the
be cut and sewn together greatly increaes cost. What is
iner elastomeric layer for securng a device in the case;
neeed is a case that combines both hard shell cases and
FIG. 3 is a top ortogonal view of a handheld device
elastomeric materials that is easy to produce and reuires
55 protective case depicting the external hard shell layer with cut
minimal material in its production,
comers and iner elastomeric layer of
the protective cariing
case where is fills in the cut comers of the external hard shell
SUMY OF TIE INNTION
layer and an additional lare elastomeric overhand for securing a device;
The present invention is an improvement over the existing
FIG. 4 is sectional view of the protective case ofthe present
cases because it combines the best features of
both hard cases 60

and the elastomeric cases while being only a single par,

invention showing the lare elastomeric overhad for secur-

ing a device;
which is paricularly usefu frm a consumer viewpoint. The
the protective case of
the
FIG. 5 is a perspetive view of
present invention provides a hard protective exterior shell.
present invention before a device is secured therein;
Ths ba protective exterior shell allows the device maxiFIG. 6 is a perspective, view of the protective case attched
mum protection frm impacts with shar objects. The had 65
protective exterior shell mics the fish of existing phones,

to a sample devce showing the detent created by the inner

MP/4 players, and other mobile elecnic devices. May

elastomeric layer for secung a device in the case; and

US 8,204,561 B2
3

4
the present inven-

cut would be formed in the elastomenc matenal but the flex-

tion deicting the exern had shell layer with cut comers

ing to allow a device to be inserted into the protective case

the protective caring case is

would come from the harder rnatenal, and again, cutting away
the comers of
the case allows the sides to easily flex.
FIGS. 2a and 6 are sectional views of
the protective case 10

FIGS. 7 a and 7 b are perspective views of

and inner elastomenc layer of

a resting, seurg position and in an expanded device inser-

tion position.

5

of

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVNTION

In the following detailed descnption of the invention of
the invention, reference is made 10
to the accompanying drwings (where like numbers represent
like elements), which form a par heref, and in which is
shown by way of ilustration specific exemplar embodiexemplary embodients of

ments in which the invention may be practiced. These

the present invention showing the detent 20 created by the

inner elastomeric layer 13 for securing a device 19 in the case.
The protective case 10 is fitted to clasp onto a device 19, and
incorporates a detent 20 to ensure a snug and secure fit.

In an alternative embodiment as shown in FIGS. 2b and 4,
an additional lare elastomeric overhang 21 for securg a

device 19 may be included in the protective case 10. This
ilustrates a possible alternative embodiment where rather
having an undercut in the external hard shell layer 13 and

than

embodiments are descnbed in suffcient detail to enable those 15 its corresponding sides of the protective case 10, the inner
skilled in the ar to practice the invention, but other embodielastomeric layer 13 forms featues that would secure the
ments may be utilzed and logical, mechaical, electrcal, and
protective case to a device 19.
other changes may be rnade without departing from the scope
These featues could be detents 20 as described along the
of the present invention. The following detailed descnption is
side or top and bottom of
the externl hard shell layer 12 or it
therefore, not to be taken in a limiting sense, and the scope of 20 could be a large area like ilustrted in FIGS. 2b and 4 where
the present invention is defied only by the appended claims,
an additional large elastomeric overhang 21 for securing a
The invention wil now be descnbed with reference to FIG.
device 19 rnay be included in the protective case 10 so that a
1, which is a perspective view of
the protective case 10 depictdevice would be slipped under and secured thereby with sorne
ing the outer layer of the protective case 11, compnsing two
form of undercut on the opposite end whether
molded into the
separte layers, an fit externl hard shell layer 12 and a 25 externl hard shell layer 12 or the iner elastomenc layer 13.
second intenor elastomenc layer 13. The first external hard
As shown in FIGS. 3 and5, the
external hard shell layer 12
shell layer 12 and a seond intenor elastomenc layer 13 are
defies a fitted cavity 22 fitted to clasp onto a device 19 and
combined to independently attach to a handheld device 19
incorporates a detent 20 to ensure a snug and secure fit. The
and incorporate at least one viewing window 14, input/output
handheld device 19 protective case depicts the external hard
access ports 15, 16, and 17, and molded elastomenc covers 30 shell layer 12 with cut corners 23 and inner elastomeric layer
over device buttons, accessible though holes in the hard shell
13 of the protective caring case where the innerelastomeric
18 and 26. Ths ba protective extenor shell 12 allows the
layer 13 fills in the cut comers 23 of the external hard shell
device maximum protection from impacts with shar objects.

layer 12,

mimics the fish of existing

What makes ths case different is the geometr and manuphones, MP3/4 players, and other mobile electronic devices. 35 factug of the case. The external hard shell layer 12 is
Many users like the feel of
the onginal phone and would like
formed to fit a device 19 closely with a srnall offset from the
to maintain that feel but still want protection for their device
devices surface. The external hard shell layer 12 raps around
19. The externl hard shell layer 12 of
the present invention
the edges of a device 19 it is formed for. To allow the external
has a low coeffcient of fnction. Ths allows the device to
had shell layer 12 to be able to be mounted on a device 19 the
easilybe slipped in and out of pockets easily without becom- 40 comers 23 of the external hard shell layer 12 are cut open,
ing attched or without great resistance to clothing materials.
This allows each sidewall ofthe external hard shell layer 12 to
The externl had shell layer 12

With fuher reference to FIG. 1, the external hard shell

flex away when a device 19 is inserted and snap back once it

layet 12 is attched to the secnd interior elastomenc layer

is in place. The unque aspect of

13. The external hard shell layer 12 and the interior elasto-

an inner elastomeric layer 13 is formed in addition to the

rneric layer 13 may be attached in several ways, such as 'glue,

chemical bonding, heating, heat treated chemicals or any
other means know in the ar which permanently attach the

45 external hard shell

the protective case 10 is that

layer 12 on the interior of

the external hard

shell layer 12. The iner elastornenc layer 13 fills in the gaps
created at the comers 23 of
the externl hard shell layer 12 to

external had shell layer 12 to the interior elastomenc layer
13. The intenor elastomencporton 13 provides shock pro-

allow the external hard shell layer 12 to flex dunng mounting
as shown in FIGS. 7a and 7b. .
tection for the device from dropping, falls, or other impacts. 50
The inner elastomeric layer 13 is provided in this location
The intenor elastomeric portion 13 also ensres the device 19
because it has much grater inerent flexibilty than the plasand the protective case 10 fit together with no gaps as the
tic or metal of the external hard shell layer 12 and it stretches
sufciently to allow the sidewalls of
the externl ha shell
case has a very solid connection to a device 19 and feels
layer 12 to stil flex away on mounting as shown in FIGS. 7a
extremely higl quality and lightweiglt,
55 and 7 b. 1bs creates a one-piece protecive case 10 that wraps

protectie case 10 is a single piece assembly. The protective

Dependig on maufactung methods other matenals
made be used to replace the har plasc used by the externl

around a device even on comers and prevents dir and fluids
from enterig wherever possible.
The inner elastomeric layer 13 also can be formed over the
buttons on a device 19 wherein a user simply presses the

the present
invention. For example, if it was deired to make a metall
elastomenc combo for the protective case 10 without over- 60 exposed inner elastomeric layer 13 corresponding to the por-

hard shell I",yer 12 in a preferrd embodent of

hangs in the hard matenal, in this example metal, a simple
bending process could be considered for the metal manufac-

tion of the mobile elecronic device input that is desired as

tug. An over molded interior elastomenc layer 13 would

are perspective views of

provide the undercuts to secue a device. The metal or hard 10

matenal would then simply provide a framework for the
softer matenal intenor layer and also provide the elastic stiffness to allow the device to be held in the opening, The under-

ilustrated by

the button 18 and 26 on FIG.

externl hard shell

1. FIGS. 7a and 7b

the present invention depicting the

layer 12 with cut comers 23 and inner
the protective caring case 10 is a

65 elastomeric layer 13 of

restig, securg position 24 and in an expanded, device
inerton position 25.
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It .is appreciated that the optimum diensional relation"

tht is sufciently flexble to enable the co-molded one-piece

the invention, to include vanation in size,

assembly to deform and thereby accept inertion of the per-

ships for the par of

rnaterials, shape, form fuction, and maner of operation,

sonal electrnic device.

assembly and use, are deemed readily apparent and obvious
6. The one-piece case of claim 1, wherein the exterior hard
to one of ordar skill in the ar, and all equivalent relation- 5 layer includes at least four side surfaces that intersect to form
ships to those ilustrted in the drwings and described in the
at least four comer joints and two of
the comer joints comabove description are intended to be encornpassed by the
prise cut-away portions that expose the co-molded flexible
present invention.

Furthermore, other areas of art may benefi from this

iner layer.

7. The one-piece case of claim 1, wherein tle co-molded

method and adjustments to the design are anticipated. Thus, lO one-piece assembly includes an overhang extending from a
top portion of one or more of
the scope of the invention should be determnèd by the
the side suraces in parallel to the

appended claims and their legal equivalents, rather than by
the examples given.
What is claimed is:
1. A one-piece case for enclosing a personal electronic 15

device comprising:
a flexible iner layer co-molded with an exterior hard layer
and permanently affxed together to form a co-rnolded
one-piece assembly;

wherein the co-molded one-piece assembly is suffciently 20
flexible to accept insertion of the personal electronic

device and suffciently rigid to securely retain the
inserted personal electronic device, wherein:

the flexible iner layer includes a bottom surace, side
surfaces joined to the bottom surface and extending 25

bottom surface of the one-piece case.
8, The one-piece case of claim 1, further comprising:
an opening parlel to the bottom surface of the flexible
iner layer positioned such that a portion of

molded one-piece assembly.
9. The case of claim 8, wherein an overhang extending

from a top portion of one or more of the side surfaces and
10. The one-piece case of claim 1, furter comprising:
an aperture sized and positioned to align with a feature of
the inserted personal electronic device and thereby

enable access to the feature.
11, The one-piece case of claim 1, wherein the side surhard layer extend above a top surface of

such tht the bottom surace covers at least a portion of

electrnic device.

porton forms an expansion portion in the co-molded onethe
piece assembly that contributes to the overall flexibility of

co-molded one-piece assembly. 40
3. The one-piece case of claim 1, wherein the flexible inner

layer of the co-molded one-piece assembly provides shock
protection for the enclosed personal electronic device.

the opening,

extends completely around the perieter of

upward therefrom, and a fitted cavity configured to
accept and retain the inserted personal electronic device

a bottom suace of the inserted personal electronic
cover at least a portion of a 30
device and the side suraces
side surface of the inserted personal electronic device;
the exterior had layer includes a bottom surface and side
surfaces sized and shaped to substantially cover an extethe flexible inner
rior of the bottom and side surfaces of
layer and a cut away portion that is permanently filled 35
with a porton of
the co-molded flexible inner layer.
2. The one-piece case of claim 1, wherein the cut-away

the inserted

personal electrnic device is not enclosed by the co-

and the exterior
the inserted personal

faces of at least one of the f1exihle inner layer

12. The one-piece case of claim 1, wherein the flexible
inner layer is rnanufactured frrn at least one of rubber, silicon, plastic, or fabric.

13, The one-piece case of claim 1, wherein the exterior
hard layer is manufactured from at least one of plastic, metal,
a polycarbonate material, or a para-aramid materiaL.

14. The case of claim 1 wherein the co-molded one-piece

assembly comprises a plurality of radiused corners and a
plurality of cut-away portions and wherein each of the plurality of radiused corners contains one of the plurality of
cut-away portions.

15, The one-piece case of claim 1, wherein the exterior
hard layer includes at least two side surfaces that form a
radiused comer and the cut-away portion is located at sub-

stantially the bisector of the radiused comer.
16, The case of claim 1 wherein the cut-away portion that
of the exterior hard layer form a comer joint and the co- 45 is permanently filled with a portion of the flexible inner layer,
the
extends though at least the side surface and a portion of
molded flexible iner layer fills in the cut-away portion
bottom surface of the exterior hard layer.
located at the comer joint contrbuting to the overalJ flexibility of the one-piece case,
5. The onti-piece case of claim 1, wherein the flexible inner
layer that fills in the cut-away portion creates a stretch-zone
4. The one-piece case of claim 1, wherein the side suraces
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